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Founded in 2001 by Dario Davies, FORMDesign has risen to 
prominence in the hospitality and retail markets. Creativity and 
communication guides FORMDesign in projects ranging in size from 
under 1,000 SF to over 50,000 SF. By keeping our clients involved 
throughout the entire design process, we consistently meet and exceed 
expectations. Unparalleled levels of customer service mean that most of 
our clients are repeat customers (see for yourself on the following 
pages). We have maintained an outstanding reputation by ensuring 
quality and unique design, regardless of project size, budget or location.

VISION to EXPERIENCE
Our process begins by inspiring our clients to visualize their dreams and 
business aspirations.  We capture that vision in our design process and 
create a 3D experience for the built environment.

We are excited for the future and invite you to join FORMDesign in 
exploring THE SHAPE OF THE WORLD TO COME!

ABOUT FORMDesign

DARIO DAVIES, PRINCIPAL ARCHITECT
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OUR SERVICES

CODE ANALYSIS
In-depth code analysis at the start of a 
project guides the design process and 
hastens movement through regulatory 
agency review process. Our staff is 
knowledgeable on building codes and 
ensures that a design is drawn up to code.

CONSTRUCTION ADMINISTRATION
Our Project Architects plan, organize and 
motivate the construction process. 
Technical knowledge and management 
strategies ensure proper communication 
between all stakeholders. We push the 
construction team to consistently achieve 
timelines, quality and budget.

DESIGN
We believe client input invigorates the 
design process. We consistently apply 
artistic and creative solutions to real-
world design problems. We innovate 
through clever spatial solutions, unique 
materials and time-tested experience.

SURVEYS/TEST-FITS
We examine the existing conditions of a 
prospective site and aid in developing a 
plan for the next course of action. Our 
experience aids in the layout of all 
furniture, fixture and equipment and our 
test-fits are detailed enough that an 
estimate of construction costs can be 
formulated.
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FEASIBILITY STUDIES
Allow us to analyze and evaluate your next 
project to give you reassurance in your 
decision-making process. Our experience in 
architecture, construction and finance will 
furnish you with the valuable information 
you need to succeed.

ARCHITECTURE
We plan, design and build structures 
brimming with ambiance. We specialize in 
the hospitality market and have designed 
and constructed numerous restaurants, 
bars, and night clubs. We also have 
experience in the design and construction 
of religious institutions, daycare, shopping 
centers, and other mixed-use projects.



OUR PROJECTS
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OUR PROJECTS
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01 | CAFE ASSORTI
ARLINGTON, VA 

Cafe Assorti located in Arlington, Virginia, is a sleek 
and stylish café that offers guests a vibrant and 
welcoming atmosphere. A unique ribbon bar defines 
the dining area and smoothly unites the L-shaped 
plan. Solid materials and a bright color scheme were 
chosen to compliment Cafe Assorti’s Avante-Garde 
interpretation of traditional Russian Cuisine.
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INDAROMA | 02
ALEXANDRIA, VA

This cozy/unique shop and deli features a 
thoughtful use of materials and space. The display 
shelf marches up the wall and transforms 
into the ceiling becoming a louvered light 
fixture. This space is a testament to 
the phrase “small, beautiful and   functional.”
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03 | LEBANESE TAVERNA
REAGAN NATIONAL AIRPORT    OTHER LOCATIONS: MCLEAN, VA  / ANNAPOLIS, MD
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FORMDesign recently completed the design of 
Lebanese Taverna Express at Reagan National 
Airport.  Patrons can view the meal preparation 
process as they wait for their food to arrive, 
beginning with Lebanese Taverna’s signature 
breads and meats along the cook line.  The 
restaurant includes beer and wine service and has 
seen significant success since its opening.



MELLOW MUSHROOM | 04
WASHINGTON DC

Located in the heart of Adams Morgan, this idiosyncratic pizza restaurant 
would require an equally ellectic  interior to match the neighborhood. The 
carnival theme reinforces the slightly-out-there identity of the Mellow 
Mushroom. Accented walls, murals and bright colors were chosen to root 
the building in the vibrant experience of the neighborhood.
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05 | JOSEPHINE
WASHINGTON, DC

Named after Napoleon's beloved Queen, the 
Josephine Lounge embodies the refined grace 
and stunning aura of an 18th century French 
salon. This stunning, upscale night club, located 
on Vermont Avenue, is illuminated by the color of 
kings and Art-Nouveau prints. The elegant space 
is a reflection of the Empress Josephine’s 
gardens.
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HEIST | 06
WASHINGTON, DC

HEIST, a mobster-themed champagne lounge, is 
located in an underground space on Jefferson 
Place in NW DC. This speakeasy creates an 
alluring and sinister ambiance with its dangerous 
and precise attention to detail giving it a unique 
and illicit charm.
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07 | RED APRON BUTCHER
GLASS ALLEY FAIRFAX, VA    OTHER LOCATIONS:  709 D STREET NW, DC  /  1309 5TH STREET NE, DC

Clean & orderly, this bright and airy space 
engages customers with Old-World traditions and 
artistry. The simplicity of the brick wall serves as a 
rustic back drop for the counter, emphasizes the 
vast choice of cured and prepared products. The 
warm, rough textures of the wood and brick are 
offset by the smooth, geometric subway tile of the 
kitchen and exposed mechanical systems.
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BOARD ROOM | 08
WASHINGTON, DC

This two-level bar, dedicated to board games and 
draft beers, provides an authentically nostalgic 
experience with exposed brick walls and vintage 
graphics of timeless games that exude a classic 
yet energetic feel.
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09 | GREGORYS COFFEE
1000 Vermont Avenue NW, DC    OTHER LOCATIONS:  1900 L Street NW, DC  /  20TH Street NW, DC  /  1101 Connecticut Avenue NW, DC

Gregorys Coffee is a high-end coffee shop that strives 
for perfection in everything it does. Stop in for delicious 
coffee, perfectly steamed cappuccinos, and freshly-
baked pastries, all made daily.

Gregorys Coffee was founded in NYC. There are 26 
locations in the downtown Manhattan area. Currently 
we are designing 4 different locations of Gregorys 
Coffee for the DC Metro areas.
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THE PARTISAN | 10
WASHINGTON, DC

The design of The Partisan begins with the wood slat ceiling in the 
narrowest and lowest portion of the restaurant. This feature serves to move 
the eye quickly from the entrance towards the rear of the space, where the 
ceiling height jumps to 20 feet high, and the walls are adorned with life-
sized Neo-Victorian floral patterns. A large wine bar occupies this lurid, 
deep-red zone, adding refinement to the vast luxurious space; a rare 
commodity in the city.
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11 | BURGERFI
LEESBURG, VA    OTHER LOCATIONS: SILVER SPRING, MD / LAUREL, MD

BurgerFi gets it's name from its mouthwatering 
burgers and eye catching finishes. Warm lumber 
walls above perforated metal wainscoting create a 
perfect balance of texture and tones. Custom 
pendant lighting designed from meat-hooks and 
metal trim detailing bring the extra, subtle 
sophistication needed to create a memorable 
space. All to make that burger better!
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BEUCHERT'S SALOON RESTAURANT | 12
623 PENNSYLVANIA AVE SE, DC

Chef Andrew Markert leads a team serving 
elevated farm to table cuisine, craft cocktails, and 
curated wines in a lovingly re-established 
19th Century Capitol Hill Saloon. Beuchert’s 
is a history-rich eatery and watering hole with a 
playful twist—come imbibe and check out the 
buffalo heads!



13 | BEN'S CHILI BOWL
NATIONAL AIRPORT     OTHER LOCATIONS: H STREET NE, DC / ARLINGTON, VA

The iconic Ben’s Chili Bowl in DC has birthed a 
tradition of quality Americana food and cohesive 
community that is expanding from its epicenter on 
U St. This location in Reagan National Airport, 
paraphrases the finishes of the original restaurant 
into the contemporary, dazzling new jewel of the 
original, while continuing to support Ben’s Chili 
Bowl Unique menu.
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CHEF'S TABLE BY WOLFGANG PUCK | 14
DULLES AIRPORT

FORMDesign, a premier designer of restaurants, 
recently completed the design of Wolfgang Puck's The 
Chef’s Table at Dulles International Airport. Patrons 
have the option of sitting at a contemporary full service 
bar or restaurant in the more formal seated area with a 
view of the kitchen service. The mirrors function as the 
divider between the restaurant and bar area give the 
illusion of a much larger space.
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15 | PEN & PROSE
NATIONAL AIRPORT    OTHER LOCATIONS: BWI

20

Need a pen or neck pillow for that long flight you are 
about to board, Pen & Prose can accommodate and 
offers a variety of travel accessories for your comfort.  
This delightful store offers the traveler many travel 
related products and unique gifts for the folks back home 
or those you are about to visit!
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ASLIN BEER COMPANY | 16
HERNDON, VA

21

Since the inception of Aslin Beer Company, 
Andrew, Kai, & Richard wanted to create a 
company for which they all wanted to work. They 
have strived to create a culture that celebrates 
beer with a passion, and depth of knowledge that 
can’t help but be contagious to their customers. 
They realized that beer is not only product they  
provide, but instead they cultivate long-lasting 
relationships between their company, employees 
and customers.

When designing this uniqe Sour Beer Brewery + 
pub, FORMDesign recreated this experience within 
the Pub’s interior, but also added roll-up doors and 
communal tables, that connect to the outside patio 
giving the customer the “ultimate” backyard beer 
garden experience!



17 | MANHATTAN PIZZA 
WARRENTON, VA     OTHER LOCATIONS: HERNDON, VA  /  SOUTH RIDING,VA

Manhattan Pizza embodies all the characteristics 
of New York City old neighborhood style 
pizzeria. Retro lighting fixtures and wooden walls 
and tables bring the old-world warmth of The 
City to balance the cold, skyscraper metals of 
the ceiling and wainscot. The concrete floor 
creates the foundation for the space, as 
consistent as the hard surface of The City herself.
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BLUE JACKET BREWERY | 18
WASHINGTON, DC

An old, abandoned warehouse located in the Navy Yard district, 
was converted and transformed into this stunning brewery, bar 
and restaurant, while still preserving the industrial characteristics 
of its original structure. Soaring heights of the gravity-fed brewery 
occupies the upper two floors & overlooks the Arsenal, a 200-
seat restaurant with wood and metal accents.
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19 | BLAZE PIZZA
MONTGOMERY MALL, MD    OTHER LOCATIONS: LAUREL, MD  /  COLLEGE PARK, MD

This Blaze Pizza optimizes a dogleg space into an 
efficient and comfortable layout. Managing 
circulation, seating, and hungry customers, the 
arrangement and finishes are strategically placed 
to draw patrons to areas that maximize capacity. 
The bright finishes help to pull the passers-by from 
the street and maintain a lively, exciting venue 
throughout the year.
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THE BRIXTON | 20
WASHINGTON, DC

Thick wood paneling and rich, deep color are the basis for creating 
the atmosphere of this British-inspired pub. Complete with three 
levels including a rooftop bar and hunting lodge, this restaurant is 
defined by a polished color scheme and enduring use of wood and 
brick.
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NOTES:
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